
F E N I C E
D I S P L A Y 
S Y S T E M

The fl exible 

solution for an 

effi  cient use of 

space evolving 

according to 

its needs













From the long-
term experience of 
Gruppofallani in the 
fi eld of cultural and 
commercial exhibiting, 
Fenice has been born.

A fl exible and versatile 
display system that 
changes shape based on 
its specifi c needs.

Fenice is a solid, self-
supporting system but 
also essential and easy 
to use.

Constructed with 
polish steel tubular 
elements, of various 
lengths and special steel 
connectors, the system 
offers the possibility to 
create multiple display 
combinations and 
solutions.

Fenice is designed ideally 
for art- exhibitions, 
cultural events, sales 
points, trade exhibitions, 
show-room, and renders 
itself an integral part of 
the display environment.



STEEL TUBE

dimensions:
Ø 3cm; L. 50-100-125-150cm

ST-001-TB0500
ST-001-TB1000
ST-001-TB1250
ST-001-TB1500

Octagonal
CONNECTOR

ST-001-SN135

ST-002-SN60

overall dimensions:
5,5x5,5cm    h 5.5cm

Hexagonal
CONNECTOR
overall dimensions: 
6x6cm    h 5.5cm

CLAMP for fixing 
canvas supporti

ST-001-ST0001
n.2  ST-001-GRM5X16

Rigid support CLAMP ST-001-ST0002
ST-001-ST0003

dimensions:
L 40 x p 2cm,     h 3cm

Heavy steel bar ST-001-PI0001

Screw for connectors ST-001-VTM8X20

Threaded 
screw tap

ST-001-GIM8X30

Weighted circular
steel base 

ST-001-PI0001/
ST-001-PI00002
ST-001-VTSM8X30overall dimensions: 

Ø 30-40cm   h 0,5cm

ADJUSTABLE FOOT
ST-001-PR0001

ST-001-PR0001

ST-001-PI0003

DESCRIPTIONCOMPONENT PART CODE DESCRIPTIONCOMPONENT PART CODETECHNICAL SCHEDULE
All of the elements utilized 
for Fenice are made in 
thermosetting epoxy powder- 
painted steel in a standard 
colour of charcoal grey.
The elements are 
interconnecting to form 
different shapes and 
dimensions.
The structures have been 
studied to support both rigid 
and canvas panels (neutral or 
printed).
For an accurate selection 
of the structures’ maximum 
dimensions, we recommend 
that you contact the company. 
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